
Course Summary
In recent years, we have witnessed a decrease in traditional philanthropic sources of funding, 
upon which nonprofit organizations have long relied. This comes in parallel to the increasing 
need of organizations' decision makers to diversify sources of income and ensure financial 
stability. These processes have paved the way for the establishment of profit units and 
action channels for self-generating income in nonprofit organizations.
The Mahalach Foundation, together  with The Center  for  Impact Investing & Entrepreneurship  
at the College of Management School of Business Administration (The COLLMAN), has 
developed a  first-of-its-kind course in Israel. 
The course reviews income models in nonprofits and provides tools for building and managing 
self-generating income ventures, as a means of strengthening financial sustainability and 
economic independence in the not-for-profit sector in Israel.
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Course’s topics
Familiarity with models for developing self-generating income • Business strategies • Financial 
models • The Marketing story • Digital marketing • Legal issues relating to self-generating 
income in social organizations • Sales strategies • Customer relations management • 
Change management • Visual transmission of messages • Innovation and creative thinking.
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Main goals and objectives 
The course presents an innovative approach to social-business management by providing 
tools and skills to develop self-generating income and build a sustainable business model 
in nonprofit organizations:

·	 Familiarity with models and principles for developing self-generating income.
·	 Providing practical tools and business models for professional management.
·	 Introducing advance business management theories, emphasizing the models 

relevant to developing self-generating income.
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Target audience
Nonprofit organizations' directors and board members • Corporate responsibility directors in the 
business sector • Policy makers and executives in the public sector and local authorities • Business 
sector executives aiming to assimilate social thinking into their organizations • Representatives 
of philanthropic foundations.
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Course scope
36 academic hours    9 meetings

 The Mahalach Foundation together with The Center for Impact Investing & 
Entrepreneurship at the College of Management School of Business 
Administration (The COLLMAN), has developed a  first-of-its-kind course for 
the development of self-generating income in Israeli nonprofit organizations.

The course introduces managers to an innovative economic model, while 
providing them with tools and skills  to create self-generating income, by 

building a sustainable business model within their organization. 

The course is based on the Mahalach  Foundation model and combines 
academic knowledge and theories with applied practice.

Directors: Iris Shalgi, Founder & Chair, Mahalach Foundation 
Ghaida Rinawie-Zoabi, ACTO director
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